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Architects: Bill Love (2005) 
 
 
Tee  Par Rating Slope Yardage 
Blue  71 73.3 142 6730 
White  71 71.7 139 6386 
 
 
Overview: 
 
 In the early 00’s the DC Department of Corrections closed their Lorton detention facility in Northern 
Virginia and returned the  property, which included 4000 acres of hilly dairy farm land, to Fairfax County to 
redeploy for public use.  The county wisely decided to take full advantage of this opportunity to build a high 
school, an equestrian park, a museum, an athletic complex, an arts center, and a high-end municipal golf course.   
With close to 300 acres at his disposal Bill Love, an accomplished designer with an environmentally sensitive 
approach to course design, was asked to oversee the project and he put together what has to be one of the real 
diamonds in the rough in the Washington Metro area.   
 
 The golf course he created has stunning aesthetic beauty combined with challenging strategic design and 
will provide you with an afternoon of sheer golf delight.  Standing on many of the tees you cannot help but stop 
to appreciate how the holes gently follow the natural flow of the land bringing your attention the sheer beauty of 
nature’s features therein.  This would be a particularly inspiring experience in October with a little leaf color 
and a slight chill in the air. 
 

The course is built to the top specifications featuring generous bent grass rolling fairways in impeccable 
condition, over 100 bunkers in places that make you think and think again, rough that will take control out of 
your hand on recoveries, and firm and fast greens with plenty of interesting contours to consider.  On many 
holes you just have to scratch your chin and ponder the possibilities before you decide how you are going to 
play effectively.  The county has committed serious budget money to keep this in top flight condition so the 
consistency of this experience is gratifying. Golfweek Magazine recently put this course as #13 in their list of 
top municipal courses in the country.  The top 15 on that list include Bethpage Black, Chambers Bay, Torrey 
Pines, TPC Scottsdale, and Harding Park.  Pretty heady company for our local muni, huh? 
 
 What I like the most about what Love has done is the variety in the types of holes he presents.  The par 
71 is not because of only 3 par fives-it is because of 5 par threes and these are some of the most interesting 
visuals of the day.  You have monster par 4s that are 425 to 450 yards and uphill to boot.  You have reachable 
Par 5s under 500 yards with major decision making parameters.  Two par threes under 150 and three par threes 
between 180 and 210.  There are steep uphill approaches, dramatic two-club less downhill shots, forced carries 
over environmental areas, and just some of those approaches where you have to slip it between the this bad 
thing and that.   Every club in your bag will be dirty when you are done-the variety of shots you are going to be 
asked to hit will run the full gamut.   
 



 In general the driving areas are wide, but the preferred areas are always cordoned by bunkers or 
bordering angular topographies.  On a number of the doglegs it is nests of bunkers that are your no-no not trees 
but trees do frame many of the landing areas and generally define the line of the holes.  The greenside 
bunkering is very imaginative-often nested to one side to force you to work the ball into a green set on the 
diagonal line of the green.  The greens themselves have lots of segmentation and tiering so you have to be 
careful to recognize where the pin is located and where the prevailing slope goes to keep your ball under the 
hole.  There is not much overt water in play but there are some moist ditches and adjacent environmental areas 
that can lead to double bogies.  Both nines end with a short par five that has real visual and strategic interest.  
This gives you a chance for redemption or damnation at the end of each side. 
 
 The entire facility is done to high standard.  The clubhouse is small but well appointed and functional.  
The grass driving range is very roomy and has the same bent grass as the course.  The pitching and putting areas 
have much of the course feature so you can practice the things you will be called on to play during your round. 
For a municipal fee course price you are really getting a high-end golf product.  This was a very sensible public 
use of the land if you ask me. 
 
 
 
Hole-By-Hole: 
 
#1 Par 4 435/419 yards 
 
 When your cart pulls around the corner to the tee box you get full eye candy of what you are doing to 
see all day-panoramic beauty and solid strategic design.  Fairly long for an opening hole, you want to turn it 
over and squeeze it between the bunkers that sandwich the landing area.  From there you have a longish club 
slightly uphill to a green framed by trees on either side.  A couple of bunkers are set into the face hill below the 
green to the left so a draw curve working up the green is the ticket.  Huge silo right of the green is “part of the 
golf course” so no wild slices on the approach.  Green is slightly raised from the fairway so carry the approach 
all the way to the putting surface which leans from back to front. 
 
#2 Par 4 351/344 
 
 Quick shift in gears as this next one is a short one that ramps back up the hill you just came down.  This 
hole has a segmented feel to hit so controlling your ball flight on both shots is very important.  Off the tee it sets 
up for a draw aimed at the right fairway bunker and turning back to the left.  Now the green sits a diagonal to 
the right so it is likely you are hitting a fade with a short club if the pin is center to back.  Bunkers front both 
sides of the green so you just have to slip it up the slot.  The front left pin will be a hide-n-seek job over the left 
front bunker.   Bank a par here because you are going to need some cash in the till over the next four holes. 
 
#3 Par 4 430/423 
 
 This is the #3 handicap hole only because it is a par four and they generally save the #1 distinction for 
the five pars, but this is the hardest hole you will play on this side.  The tee box is elevated and you look across 
an environmental divide to a spacious landing area on level to the tee with a bunker smack in the center of the 
fairway.  A couple of bunkers on the right would indicate that the good drive will end up just off the center 
bunker to the right.  Problem is that the hole ramps up sharply from there so you will get little forward roll on 



the drive and the second will be a club and a half more for the rest of the elevation change.  The green is above 
you wedged between bunkers on the left and some grassy hollows on the right.  A three wood may still leave 
you an elevation pitch so making par is likely to take a one putt.  This hole is not complicated, it is just flat out 
difficult. 
 
 
#4 Par 3 170/148 
 
 First of five very visual par threes.  It is a good club and a quarter less from this elevated tee to the 
sprawling green set on a 5 to 11 angle below you-there is a nasty pot bunker short and left.  In spite of the total 
number of bunkers on the course, this is a good example of how he rarely pollutes your vision with bunkering.  
This is a lawn dart hole for sure, you have to pick the right short club and drop it on the pin location.  The green 
gets very long up and to the left so I think the back left pins will be the hardest to increment your yardage. 
 
#5 Par 5  508/486 
 
 This sequence of holes drives home the variety of what you are playing today.  After a brutal, long 
uphill four, and a short pitch three, you now have a very technical and demanding par five.  Before you play this 
one take a second enjoy the aesthetic beauty of this design.  The drive is simple-right center and long-do not 
miss left here, the left fairway bunkers have magnetic attraction.  The second is likely a lay up across a little gap 
in the fairway toward a green complex that is set dogleg left behind a bevy of bunkers that will remind you of 
Royal County Down.  Anything in there is a sure high number in the making.  The lay up is actually to about 
100 right center-anything further brings into play the RCD plight.  From there it is a short pitch across a piece of 
those bunkers to a somewhat shallow green.  Over the green is death, there is a sharp drop off to environmental 
bedlam beyond. 
 
#6 Par 4 478/447 
 
 This is another brutishly long hole, but the second is severely down hill so depending on how far you 
can stretch your drive you can turn this into a reasonable second shot.  Drive is a strong draw off the bunkers on 
the right working over the crest of the hill to the left.  The second is all you can hit trundling down the hill to the 
green below.  This green is very accessible in front with one bunker on the right and a couple behind to catch 
anything overzealous.   
 
#7 Par 4 306/289 
 
 Slam the brakes on again because the next one is a very cool short par four that will tempt those with 
high testosterone levels.  The green is perched up on a hill behind a school of bunkers that look like a 
Halloween Jack-O-Lantern. Green appears reachable from the tee-think again.  Correct play from the tee is a 
210 yard club at the left bunkers with a slight fade to stay in the center.  Now you have an elevation short club 
over a pot bunker to a very deep green.  I think he made the green deep right on the line from the tee to give the 
long ball hitter more reason to consider going for this.  You should get a good scoring opportunity here. 
 
 
 
 



 
 
#8 Par 3  223/209 
 
 First of two long par threes you will see today.  Simple but elegant look from the tee.  Green sits slightly 
below you but not enough to increment the club down.  No bunkers around this green which makes framing the 
distance in your mind difficult.  Missing long is not an option-you just need to set up the curve you are 
comfortable with and hit a strong shot into the center of this putting surface. 
 
#9 Par 5  532/502 
 
 This is a Zorro shaped par five that will either make you laugh or cry depending on if you over hit any of 
the zigs or zags on this hole.  Drive is rudimentary-straight up the center toward the bunkers on the hill.  Now 
you are aiming at the right zag to a landing area about 100 yards from the green to set up the choice angle to the 
green that is set left into the last zag.  A big hitter can aim at the front right edge of the green and leave himself 
an easy pitch up the green, but do not miss left if you are going for this green because there is pure oblivion 
front left.  You were warned!  If you are out at 100, the pitch in is slightly blinded by the hill between you and 
the green, so just pick a distance and trust it.  Looking back at this hole from behind the green helps you 
appreciate what Sergeant Garcia went through chasing after Zorro. 
 
#10 Par 4  345/334 
 
 The back starts out much tamer than the front.  The first is a soft left swinging downhill dogleg that is 
very pleasing to the eye.  I like a driver with a draw following the curvature of the hole.  Overcooking the hook 
is in the bunkers on the corner or worse.  If you drive it to right center you have a short pitch with an unfettered 
line into a very accessible green with more bunker protection on the left.  Once you are standing on the putting 
surface looking back up the hole you will be surprised at the degree of elevation change you just traversed.  
This is a must scoring opportunity. 
 
 
#11 Par 3  149/141 
 
 You are at the mercy of the greens keeper on this one since this short three par has three different sets of 
tee that completely change the look and challenge of the hole.  The overall yardage is the same but from the first 
two sets it is a full forced carry over the environmental considerations to a green set on a 8 to 2 diagonal to you 
with one fierce bunker in the face of the hill from your direction.  From the third tee you are looking right up the 
green and a little high fade takes the bunker and the furry stuff out of play.  This is a much less demanding task.  
Gorgeous hole with inbred variety, very imaginative. 
 
 
#12 Par 4 401/374 
 
 The next three holes have finesse written all over them but you must be careful because wayward play 
on these three will mean serious ca-ching on the scorecard.  You drive across an environmental area to a 
fairway that ramps up and turns slightly right off some trees that frame the right corner.  Best drive is left center 
to get a look at the green further up the rise.  The green has a sharp fall off to it’s right with a bunker to boot-



you must play at the left edge of this green and work it up the slot.  The shot into the green is probably an 
increment more in club selection.  As a wise Laurel Hill member pointed out, 12 through 15 is some of the 
highest ground in Fairfax County so be aware of wind influence that may not be obvious to you. 
 
#13 Par 4 405/386 
 
 The next one is a similar length to twelve but plays shorter because it is working back down the hill you 
just ascended.  Drive sets up for a power fade at the bunkers you see on the left to work back to the right and 
down the fairway.  You will have a medium length play to a green setting that is blinded by a rise in the 
fairway-green sits a bit below you and to the right.  The opening in front of the green is narrowed by bunkers on 
either side but you should be able to carry it onto the first third of the green if the pin is center or back.  Some 
containing bunkers long and right but you are best not to visit them.   
 
 
#14 Par 3  212/187 
 
 This par three is a sharp contrast to the short one you played on 11, it is seemingly straight forward but 
long and uphill with the putting surface masked from your vision by a ledge on the front of the green.  You are 
hitting a big club up the hill to a tiered green that works 7 to 1 and narrows as it goes back.  Bunkers frame the 
entire right side of the hole-you have no business missing anywhere on that side.  The left side has a generous 
bail out area that will leave you a cross pitch up to the appropriate level of the green.  Playing this as a pseudo 
par four is actually smart-make your par with a pitch and a putt. 
 
#15 Par 5  587/576 
 
 Finesse time is over-this is a Chinese Death March of a five par if I have seen one.  Do not be surprised 
if you hit driver, 3 wood, 3 wood, and still have a short pitch into the green.  Driving area in front of you is 
plenty large just stay center to left center to keep the right tree line out of your eye on your second.  Hit the 
biggest club you can further up the ramp just to the left of the bunkers you can make out in the right rough 
about 180 from the green.  From the left side you get a good look further up the mountain to the green that sits 
on an 8 to 2 diagonal with more toothy bunkering flanking the right side approach in.  This is a 5 and ¾ if I 
have ever seen one. 
 
#16 Par 3  185/174 
 
 This is probably the postcard hole for the course but you have had a bag full of postcards already.  
Middle sized par three from an elevated tee to a stunning green complex below you surrounded by sand.  It is a 
club less down the hill but be aware of wind because that might mitigate this adjustment.  The angle of the 
green to the tee favors a high draw swooping over the front right bunker into the green that banks up from there.  
Worst miss here is long and right because you will have a downhill pitch into a green moving away from you. 
Another majestic ball flight to savor-especially if it is on your intended target line. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
#17 Par 4 466/437 
 
 Getting to the house with your score in tact is a real challenge from here.  This is one beast of a par four, 
almost 440 on the card, and it plays uphill to add a little insult to any self-incurred injury.  Driving area is 
framed by trees and no-mans land on the right-hit it to left center at the bunkers you see on the hill.  Your 
second shot has to traverse a narrow transition area (a creek) crossing about 50 yards from the green.  Your 
three wood should clear this easily so hit a hard draw at the right edge of the green and hope you reach the front 
edge.  Green is plenty big so with a pitch you will have lots of ground to work with.  You make a par here and 
you will be a happy puppy. 
 
#18 Par 5  538/510 
 
 In some regards this finishing hole is either silly or brilliant, your opinion will probably be based on 
your score.  It is very tactical, make the right choices and you should think it is brilliant.  The measurement of 
the hole is meaningless since it is truncated six ways to Sunday.  Hit your drive strong and up the center, big 
hitters might hit 3 wood since there is a little encroaching gully on the right of the fairway at the top of the hill. 
From there you will see two of your truncations as the hole turns to the right and is flanked by a pinching water 
hazard and has a steeplechase set of cross bunkers bisecting the fairway from the left about the same place as 
the pinch.  Choice one is to bomb a three wood over the bunkers staying well left to reach a wide plateau in the 
fairway from where you can get a good look at the green to the right. Choice two has less valor, hit a 140 
yardish club in front of those cross bunkers leaving you 130 to the green with a slightly less inviting angle. 
Any shot up the right is sheer madness.  The approach to the green that is tucked even further right against the 
water is a full carry shot into the first third of the green.  Do not go flag hunting-anything that misses right is 
going to trundle down into the hazard.  This is really three croquet shots and two putts for par.  Very titillating 
finish to an thoughtful golf experience. 


